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Abstract: During 2016-18, the issue of child safety in urban, private schools received significant 
media attention and resulted in protests from parents in Bengaluru. Responding to the instances of 
physical and sexual violence against children, the Karnataka state administration issued a range of 
policy measures, including mandatory use of surveillance devices in private schools. This paper 
examines the ways in which schools are increasingly being perceived as sites of violence and the 
different meanings the discourse of safety acquires in educational policy. Narratives of child sexual 
abuse in urban schools in Bengaluru are examined by reviewing four threads: rise of urban middle 
classes, the emergence and formation of narratives on child safety in schools through media, 
surveillance as a safety measure and potential and limits of state action. The paper concludes by 
suggesting the need to undertake additional research in the role of media in reporting school 
violence; the connections between surveillance and safety; and changing roles of teachers. 
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1. Introduction 

Public outrage and media attention on the issue of child safety has reached an all-time high. In 

Bengaluru, this was triggered by two separate incidents of sexual violence against children.1 The 

ensuing display of political callousness coupled with administrative inertia resulted in a range of 

demands, at times conflicting, from civil society groups, parents and the public.2 Such an increased 

visibility of sexual assaults against children and public outrage demanding immediate state 

response placed the government under tremendous pressure to announce populist measures to quell 

public anger. Such crisis-induced, knee-jerk and reactive policy solutions targeted low-hanging 

fruit instead of framing well-thought out, evidence-based solutions that effectively and holistically 

address the root causes of the problem.  

In this paper, we explore the idea of schools as safe spaces, specifically within the context 

of recent incidents of child abuse in Bengaluru.3 We also look at the middle-class parent/public 

                                                 
1 Both the incidents were reported from private schools in urban Bengaluru. The victim in the July 2014 case was a 
six-year-old girl. See, Aditya Bharadwaj, K.V., “Bangalore child rape: Skating instructor arrested”, The Hindu, 20 
July 2014, https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/bangalore-child-rape-skating-instructor-
arrested/article6231066.ece accessed 29 July 2019. The second case was reported in October 2014 and the victim 
was a three-year-old girl. See, Sudipto Mondal, “Bangalore: Child sexually abused in school”, Hindustan Times, 22 
October 2014, https://www.hindustantimes.com/india/bangalore-child-sexually-abused-in-school/story-
i8lf0Auez4xNc6ztB05CtM.html accessed 29 July 2019. 
2 While some voices demanded amendment to the Indian Penal Code and the Protection of Children against Sexual 
Offences Act, 2012 (POCSO) so as to provide the death penalty for the perpetrators, a growing number of people 
demanded the same for juvenile offenders. For the various aspects of these debates, see: Shruthi Ramakrishnan, 
“Death and deterrence”, The Indian Express, 9 March 2018, 
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/death-and-deterrence-5091285/ accessed 29 July 2019; Anup 
Surendranath, “Ineffective and Arbitrary”, The Hindu, 13 March 2018, https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-
ed/ineffective-and-arbitrary/article23163829.ece accessed 29 July 2019; Swagata Raha, “Death Penalty Ordinance is 
a Reactive and Disproportionate Response to Child Rape”, The Print, 21 April 2018, 
https://theprint.in/opinion/death-penalty-ordinance-is-a-reactive-and-disproportionate-response-to-child-rape/51585/ 
accessed 29 July 2019; Sanya Dhingra, “Parents of sexually abused children reject death penalty as solution”, The 
Print, 23 April 2018, https://theprint.in/india/governance/parents-of-sexually-abused-children-reject-death-
penalty/52042/ accessed 29 July 2019; “Won’t end fast till law implemented says DCW chief Swati Maliwal”, 
Hindustan Times, 20 April 2018, https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/won-t-end-fast-till-law-implemented-
says-dcw-chief-swati-maliwal/story-TrLTeAiqmtMVrxXRF2SevO.html accessed 29 July 2019.  
3 Our exploratory work showed that there were over ten cases of child sexual abuse in Bengaluru city between 
January 2014 and March 2018. These cases included offences committed in school or during transit to school 
against victims in the age group of 2 to 17 years. Some were cases of repeated abuse over a month or years and 
multiple victims in the same institution. In our view, the scope of this paper is to analyse and comment on the trends 
and shifts in policy and society as a result of these cases and hence we have not provided details about the specific 
cases in this paper. For select news reports about these cases, see Mondal, “Bangalore”; “Bangalore shame 
continues: Another 3-year-old child sexually abused in school”, Firstpost, 3 December 2014, 
https://www.firstpost.com/india/bangalore-shame-continues-another-3-year-old-child-sexually-abused-in-school-
1832317.html accessed 29 July 2019; Bharadwaj, “Bangalore child rape”; Nayantara Narayanan, “Bengaluru fears 
that it is turning ‘a city of child molesters’”, Scroll.in, 8 January 2015, https://scroll.in/article/699302/bengaluru-
fears-that-it-is-turning-a-city-of-child-molesters accessed 29 July 2019; Rohini Swamy, “Bengaluru: Kendriya 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/bangalore-child-rape-skating-instructor-arrested/article6231066.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/bangalore-child-rape-skating-instructor-arrested/article6231066.ece
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india/bangalore-child-sexually-abused-in-school/story-i8lf0Auez4xNc6ztB05CtM.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india/bangalore-child-sexually-abused-in-school/story-i8lf0Auez4xNc6ztB05CtM.html
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/death-and-deterrence-5091285/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/ineffective-and-arbitrary/article23163829.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/ineffective-and-arbitrary/article23163829.ece
https://theprint.in/opinion/death-penalty-ordinance-is-a-reactive-and-disproportionate-response-to-child-rape/51585/
https://theprint.in/india/governance/parents-of-sexually-abused-children-reject-death-penalty/52042/
https://theprint.in/india/governance/parents-of-sexually-abused-children-reject-death-penalty/52042/
https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/won-t-end-fast-till-law-implemented-says-dcw-chief-swati-maliwal/story-TrLTeAiqmtMVrxXRF2SevO.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/won-t-end-fast-till-law-implemented-says-dcw-chief-swati-maliwal/story-TrLTeAiqmtMVrxXRF2SevO.html
https://www.firstpost.com/india/bangalore-shame-continues-another-3-year-old-child-sexually-abused-in-school-1832317.html
https://www.firstpost.com/india/bangalore-shame-continues-another-3-year-old-child-sexually-abused-in-school-1832317.html
https://scroll.in/article/699302/bengaluru-fears-that-it-is-turning-a-city-of-child-molesters
https://scroll.in/article/699302/bengaluru-fears-that-it-is-turning-a-city-of-child-molesters
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outrage and immediate policy and programmatic responses from the government. Although we 

focus on Bengaluru and analyse the state government’s response, we have tried to locate the 

discussion within the larger and emerging national policy framework on child safety in schools. 

The paper is divided into three sections. We start by providing a contextual background to 

expansion and heterogeneity in urban schools and critique the rather subdued attention to policy 

and discourse on ‘rights within education’. In the following section, we examine two themes --

schools as sites of violence and the notion of school safety as reflected in law and policy 

frameworks. In the final section, we specifically focus on the narratives on child sexual abuse in 

urban schools in Bengaluru and examine three threads: rise of urban middle classes, the emergence 

and formation of narratives on child safety in schools through media, and surveillance as a safety 

measure. We conclude the paper by highlighting some of the key questions that merit future 

research. 

 

2. Contextual background 

 
2.1. Growth and diversification of schooling in urban areas 

 
Until mid-1980s, middle classes in India preferred government and government-aided schools. 

After liberalisation in early nineties, the preference shifted to private schools.4 Even till the mid-

1980s, attendance in private primary schools was as low as two per cent; elementary level 

enrolments in rural areas reached 10 per cent only by the mid-1990s. The trajectory of urban, 

private schools was different. More than 50 per cent urban children enrolled in private schools by 

2005.5 As per the findings of the National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) on ‘Social 

                                                 
Vidyalaya principal arrested for harassing female students”, India Today, 3 February 2017, 
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/bengaluru-kendriya-vidyalaya-principal-sent-lewd-messages-to-students-
harrasment-958718-2017-02-03 accessed 29 July 2019; Harish Upadhya,“4-Year-Old Allegedly Assaulted Sexually 
in Bengaluru School”, NDTV, 13 September 2017, https://www.ndtv.com/bangalore-news/4-year-old-sexually-
assaulted-in-bengaluru-school-police-suspect-guards-1749595 accessed 29 July 2019; “Bangalore: School van 
driver turns predator. Sexually abuses child, held”, DNA, 10 January 2014, 
https://www.dnaindia.com/bangalore/report-bangalore-school-van-driver-turns-predator-sexually-abuses-child-held-
1948612 accessed 29 July 2019. 
4 Geetha B. Nambissan, “The Indian middle classes and educational advantage: Family strategies and practices” in 
The Routledge International Handbook of the Sociology of Education, eds. Michael W. Apple, Stephen J. Ball, and 
Luis Armando Gandin (London: Routledge, 2010), 285-295.  
5 Sonalde Desai, Amaresh Dubey, Brij Lal Joshi, Mitali Sen, Abusaleh Sharif, and Reeve Vanneman, Human 
Development in India: Challenges for a Society in Transition (New York: Oxford University, 2010). 

https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/bengaluru-kendriya-vidyalaya-principal-sent-lewd-messages-to-students-harrasment-958718-2017-02-03
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/bengaluru-kendriya-vidyalaya-principal-sent-lewd-messages-to-students-harrasment-958718-2017-02-03
https://www.ndtv.com/bangalore-news/4-year-old-sexually-assaulted-in-bengaluru-school-police-suspect-guards-1749595
https://www.ndtv.com/bangalore-news/4-year-old-sexually-assaulted-in-bengaluru-school-police-suspect-guards-1749595
https://www.dnaindia.com/bangalore/report-bangalore-school-van-driver-turns-predator-sexually-abuses-child-held-1948612
https://www.dnaindia.com/bangalore/report-bangalore-school-van-driver-turns-predator-sexually-abuses-child-held-1948612
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Consumption: Education’ conducted in 2014, about 69 per cent of urban students attended private 

(aided and unaided) institutions at the primary level.6 Preference for private institutions continued 

even at higher secondary school level, even though it was more expensive than government 

schools. 

Kingdon (1996) discusses the growing heterogeneity that characterises the private sector 

given that it no longer remains confined to the middle and upper middle classes in India.7 The 

private unaided schools now range a broad spectrum with schools having different fee structures 

and managements, including those run by philanthropic bodies to those with individual owners as 

business enterprises.8 While the urban education landscape is growing and is becoming more 

diverse, there is a hierarchy of access created among these schools for different social groups.9 

There is spatial and social segregation in urban areas with the poor being pushed to live on the 

peripheries and subjected to the perils of the market.10 Researchers using Hirschman’s notions of 

‘exit’ and ‘voice’11 have observed that families with disposable incomes slightly more than the 

extremely marginalised groups have been using the ‘exit’ option in choosing private schools over 

government schools while the government schools have become the only option for the ‘voiceless’ 

poor and the marginalised.12  

The role of education in neo-liberal globalisation processes and its contribution to urban 

transformation has been underscored by Nambissan who argues that the state is complicit in these 

transformational processes.13 She suggests use of relational frameworks for analysing the changing 

                                                 
6 National Sample Survey, “NSS 71st Round Key Indicators of Social Consumption in India: Education in India”, 
Report No. 575 (71/25.2/1) (Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation, Government of India, 2015). 
http://mospi.nic.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/nss_rep_575.pdf accessed on 15 October 2019. 
7 Geeta G. Kingdon, “The Quality and Efficiency of Private and Public Education: A Case Study of Urban India”, 
Oxford Bulletin of Economics and Statistics 58, no. 1 (1996): 57-82. 
8 Prachi Srivastava, Claire Noronha, and Shailaja Fennell, Private Sector Study: Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan. Report 
submitted to DFID, India (DFID-UK Aid, 2013). 
9 Vimala Ramachandran, Gender and Social Equity in Primary Education: Hierarchies of Access. (New Delhi: Sage 
Publications, 2004); Nalini Juneja, “India’s New Mandate against Economic Apartheid in Schools”, Journal of 
International Cooperation in Education 16, no.2 (2014): 55-70. 
10 Geetha B. Nambissan, “The ‘Urban’ and Education in India: Section Editor’s Introduction”, in Second 
International Handbook of Urban Education, eds. William T. Pink and George W. Noblit (Switzerland: Springer, 
2017), 299-318.  
11 Albert O. Hirschman, Exit, Voice, and Loyalty: Responses to Decline in Firms, Organizations, and States 
(Cambridge Mass: Harvard University Press, 1970). 
12 Joanna Härmä, School Choice for the Poor? The Limits of Marketisation of Primary Education in Rural India 
(Brighton: Consortium for Research on Educational Access, Transitions and Equity, 2010). 
13 Nambissan, “The ‘Urban’ and Education in India”. 

http://mospi.nic.in/sites/default/files/publication_reports/nss_rep_575.pdf
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urban and exploring factors such as class, caste, gender, ethnicity, privilege and advantage. The 

middle-class urban parents mobilise their social and cultural resources and seek to claim positional 

advantage for their children in a globalising world. The growth of exclusive schools in urban areas 

which prepare and transition students to international educational avenues are in high demand 

among the middle and upper middle classes. This is in stark contrast with the low-cost private 

schools that are at the bottom of socio-economic ladder, catering to the poor, aspiring populations. 

Lipman calls for attention to this neoliberal urbanism that is based on deep social segregation and 

inequalities in wealth, social capital, and education opportunity.14  

While the urban is primarily defined with respect to spatial arrangements, urban schools 

are characterised by increasing diversification, privatisation and competition amidst the growing 

migration into urban areas. The range of schooling options that cater to different constituencies 

within this landscape vary not only in terms of facilities, teaching and working conditions of 

teachers, but also with regards to fees they charge and the extent to which they are accountable to 

the parents and the government. Although all schools come under the regulatory framework of the 

state, the sheer diversity of these institutions ends up testing the appropriateness and relevance of 

uniform regulatory guidelines issued by the government from time to time. 

 

2.2. Rights within education 

 
In the Indian context, the policy prerogative of universalisation of education has resulted in an 

exclusive emphasis on improving student access, retention and participation in schools. The Right 

of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009 (RTE Act) and flagship programmes 

like the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) mainly focus on providing right to education by 

guaranteeing admission in government/neighbourhood schools and right to schools with 

prescribed infrastructure and teachers. The RTE Act and SSA give scant attention to rights within 

education i.e. how rights of children are respected within schools and rights through education, 

referring to the kind of education that should be provided to enable children to fully realise their 

rights.  

                                                 
14 Pauline Lipman, “Chapter 2: Education Policy, Race and Neoliberal Urbanism”, Counterpoints 316 (2008): 45-
66. 
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While the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and more recently the provisions of the Protection of 

Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012 (POCSO Act) also provide additional penalty if the 

perpetrator is an employee or on the management of an educational institution. There is still a lack 

of clarity and clear guidelines about a] the liability of schools when children are in transit to/from 

schools, b] impact of investigation, conviction, and appeals on the employment, c] and most 

importantly, obligations of schools to take preventive and protective measures, background checks 

of employees, channels of oversight, reporting and the consequences of the failure to do so.  

These lacunae stand in contrast to the obligation under Article 19(1) of the UN Convention 

on the Rights of the Child, 1989, which requires states parties to take “appropriate legislative, 

administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or 

mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, 

including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s), legal guardian(s) or any other person who 

has the care of the child.” 

 

3. School violence and school safety 

 
3.1. Schools as sites of abuse and violence 

 
A search for academic literature using keywords of school violence and school safety mainly 

shows research on specific forms of violence taking place in schools where children are posited as 

perpetrators of violent acts, such as school shootings, bullying, and drug abuse and the resulting 

sense of moral panic and fear across schools becoming unsafe spaces.15 Furlong and Morrison note 

that school violence is “conceptualised as a multi-faceted construct that involves both criminal acts 

and aggression in schools, which inhibit development and learning, as well as harm the school's 

climate.”16 This notion of schools as sites of violence focuses on controlling or checking 

behaviours of specific students or student groups while protecting the school and safety of the 

                                                 
15 See Vusi Khoza, “Schools: Safe Havens or Sites of Violence?”, Agenda: Empowering Women for Gender Equity, 
No.53 (2002): 75-80; Shane R. Jimerson, Amanda B. Nickerson, Matthew J. Mayer and Michael J. Furlong, 
Handbook of School Violence and School Safety: International Research and Practice. (New York: Routledge, 
2012); Jane Clark Lindle, “School Safety: Real or Imagined Fear?” Education Policy 22, no.1 (2008) 28-44; Motoko 
Akiba, Gerald K. LeTendre, David P. Baker, and Brian Goesling, “Student Victimization: National and School 
System Effects on School Violence in 37 Nations”, American Educational Research Journal 39, no 4 (2002): 829-
853; Dewey G. Cornell, School Violence Fears versus Facts. (New York: Routledge, 2013). 
16 Michael Furlong and Gale Morrison, “The School in School Violence: Definitions and Facts”, Journal of 
Emotional and Behavioral Disorders 8, no.2 (2000): 71−81. 
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general student population, teachers, staff and management. However, such an understanding of 

schools as sites of violence is limited as it excludes other powerful perpetrators of violence, 

including adults holding authoritative positions as well as institutions and structural factors.17 At 

the outset, we wish to clarify that our current enquiry into schools as safe spaces focuses on 

examining abuse and violence committed in schools against children by adults in positions of trust 

and authority. In other words, we look at schools as sites of abuse and violence wherein children 

are the victims rather than perpetrators of violence.  

Research on violence and abuse committed against children in school settings is limited.18 

School-based studies on gender violence in developing countries, particularly Africa, have 

emerged due to the interest in bringing girls to schools and increase in girls’ vulnerability due to 

HIV infection19 and these studies have documented sexual abuse of girls by male teachers.20  

In India, studies conducted on child abuse cover the category of school-going children but 

they do not always reveal if the abuse took place within the school. For example, the national 

report produced by the Ministry of Women and Child Development, Government of India provides 

insights into the nature and prevalence of the problem. It is based on interviews with 12,447 

children in 13 states (Karnataka was not included) belonging to five categories – children in family 

environment, children in schools (government, private and non-formal centres), children in 

institutions, children at work, and children living on streets. According to this report, 52.94% boys 

and 47.06% girls admitted to having faced some form of sexual abuse and half of the children 

going to schools were sexually abused.21 Majority of them did not file any complaint.22 This report 

does not examine the prevalence of sexual abuse among children while they are in school. 

However, since it is the largest and the only official survey report available on the issue in India, 

it offers important insights like the higher percentage of boys reporting sexual abuse than girls. 

                                                 
17 Stuart Henry, “What is School Violence?: An Integrated Definition”, The Annals of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science 567 (2000):16-29. 
18 Disha Nawani, “Corporal Punishment in Schools”, Economic and Political Weekly 48, no. 24 (2013): 23-26; 
Fiona Leach, and Sara Humphreys, “Gender violence in schools: taking the ‘girls-as-victims’ discourse forward”, 
Gender & Development 15, no. 1 (2007): 51-65. 
19 Leach and Humphreys, “Gender violence in schools”. 
20 Brent Wible, Making Schools Safe for Girls: Combating Gender-based Violence in Benin. (Washington D.C.: US 
Academy for Educational Development, 2004); Thomas Bisika, Pierson Ntata, and Sidon Konyani, “Gender-
violence and education in Malawi: a study of violence against girls as an obstruction to universal primary school 
education”, Journal of Gender Studies 18, no. 3 (2009) 287-294; George, “Scared at School”. 
21 The report does not indicate if the children were abused inside school premises or outside. 
22 The survey did not ask if the children were aware of the complaint mechanism. See, Ministry of Women and 
Child Development, Study of Child Abuse: India 2007, 158-174. (New Delhi: Government of India, 2007). 
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This finding aligns with an earlier study conducted by Tulir which showed that at least 48% boys 

and 39% girls interviewed reported sexual abuse of one form or another, mainly from people they 

knew.23 A more recent systematic review of 51 studies on child sexual abuse in India estimates 

that 4-41% girls and 10-55% boys in school and college samples have experienced one form 

(contact, non-contact, forced) of child sexual abuse in India and suggests that the patriarchal social 

norms around masculinity focus on young girls while leaving the vulnerabilities of young boys 

neglected.24  

The question about the paucity of data on abuse and violence within schools leads us to the 

question of transparency, accountability and channels of visibility in schools. The culture of 

hierarchy, obedience and silence in schools makes it more difficult for cases to come to light. 

Literature shows that given the positions of trust and authority held by teachers and other school 

staff even when cases of sexual abuse are exposed, schools sometimes choose to deny or discredit 

the victims.25 After reviewing ten cases of child sexual abuse in Bengaluru schools reported in the 

media between 2014 and 2018, we find that in most cases children have reported the matter to their 

parents or other trusted adults in response to either parental inquiries about specific physical 

injuries on the child’s body or behavioural changes noticed in the child.26 It is also possible that 

some schools have proactively reported sexual abuse directly to the police and the matter has not 

come to the attention of the media.  

Literature on sexual abuse indicates that firstly, children may be threatened by the 

perpetrator against revealing the transgression to anyone. Secondly, children may not have the 

language to express what has happened to them, and third, they may feel guilty and become afraid 

of being reprimanded, of tarnishing family honour or that their family may disintegrate if they 

                                                 
23 Tulir, Research on Prevalence and dynamics of child sex abuse among school going children in Chennai. 
(Chennai: Save the Children Sweden and TULIR-CPHCSA, 2006).  
24 Vikas Choudhry, Radhika Dayal, Divya Pillai, Amita Kalokhe, Klaus Beier, & Vikram Patel, “Child sexual abuse 
in India: A systematic review”, PloS one 13, no.10 (2018): e0205086. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205086. 
25 Mark Dummett, Breaking the Silence: Child sexual abuse in India. (New York: Human Rights Watch, 2013); 
Erika George, Scared at School: Sexual Violence Against Girls in South African Schools. (New York: Human Rights 
Watch, 2001). 
26 For select media reports on the cases, see Footnote 3. Research shows that many parents may have difficulties 
identifying symptoms, see Anne Margit Rietsema and Hans Grietens. “Is Anybody Listening? The Literature on the 
Dialogical Process of Child Sexual Abuse Disclosure Reviewed”, Trauma, Violence, & Abuse 17, no. 3 (2016): 330-
340. 

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205086
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report.27 Children are brought up to be careful of the unknown and fearful of strangers. This is 

despite the probability that threats and harmful actions are more likely to come from within the 

home environment and from people known to the young person.28 For instance, in Karnataka, 

99.21% of offenders of rape and rape with penetrative sexual assault under the POCSO 2012 were 

known to the victim.29 Children are also scared to report because of fear of secondary victimisation 

and retaliation by the perpetrators.30 Khoza, while discussing his work on safe intervention in 

schools, suggests that there is often a denial of the problem by educators and adults in the 

community. The author discusses an exclusive approach to school safety followed by most schools 

which converts them into opaque institutions even though the perpetrators are likely to be from 

within the institutions. This is different from an inclusive approach to school safety that could 

bring the schools, educators and students closer to the community thereby creating spaces for 

dialogue and discussion.31  

As discussed earlier, in urban areas, there is an entire spectrum of schools and they fall at 

different points on the scale of openness, transparency and accountability. While government or 

corporation-run schools seem to be more open to a range of visitors and also accountable to 

inspecting officials, private schools with high compound walls and locked gates are less open and 

transparent not only to visitors, including researchers, but also to government inspectors and 

officers. While this closed-door policy is considered a security and protection measure, it also 

renders these schools inaccessible to scrutiny. The fact that offences committed against children, 

particularly sexual offences, happen in a clandestine manner, such a lack of transparency takes the 

act of violence further away from public gaze or scrutiny. Parents who send their children to private 

schools operate largely on the basis of trust and with the assumption that the fees paid covers 

everything that schools need to do for education and protection of their children. Yet, it is only 

when a child raises an alarm or reports a matter that there are demands for school accountability. 

                                                 
27 David K. Carson, Jennifer M. Foster, and Aparajita Chowdhury, “Sexual Abuse of Children and Youth in India: 
An Anthropological Perspective”, The Oriental Anthropologist 14, no. 2, (2014): 343-364; Ministry of Women and 
Child Development, “Study on Child Abuse”; Dummett, “Breaking The Silence”. 
28 Ministry of Women and Child Development, “Study on Child Abuse”; Tulir, “Prevalence and dynamics of child 
sex abuse”. 
29 National Crime Records Bureau, Crime in India 2016. (New Delhi: Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of 
India, 2017). 
30 Rietsema and Grietens, “Is Anybody Listening?”; Gisela Priebe, and Carl Goran Svedin, “Child sexual abuse is 
largely hidden from the adult society: An epidemiological study of adolescents’ disclosures”, Child Abuse & 
Neglect, 32, 1095–1108.  
31 Khoza, “Schools: Safe Havens or Sites of Violence”. 
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We now look at literature that delves into the concept of territoriality and space and the 

role of those in authority of these spaces. In his early studies of housing projects, Newman found 

that most criminal activity occurred in semi-public, “undefined” areas of buildings (e.g., lobbies, 

stairwells, halls, and elevators).32 Over the past 25 years, numerous studies have documented 

undefined community locations that are seen as dangerous or violence prone.33 The sense of 

territoriality is expressed in claiming control over space.34 Another concept with territoriality is 

that of undefined public space35 that may not be seen as anyone’s responsibility to monitor or 

maintain.36 Extending this idea to territoriality and space in schools, Astor et al. found that 

violence-prone areas in high schools were also “undefined” and “unowned” by members of the 

school community (i.e. students, teachers, staff and parents).37 They found that students and 

teachers voiced concerns about personal/professional responsibility and safety in violence-prone 

locations such as hallways, bathrooms and playgrounds. They pointed out that the social patterns 

surrounding school violence are intricately connected with school schedule and what happens 

during different times in different school locations. The authors suggested that social and 

psychological dynamics around school violence may be inseparable from where and when these 

acts occur. The idea of ‘transactional’ – that meanings of both physical spaces in schools and 

violent behaviors have a bi-directional influence on each other (e.g. some locations are perceived 

as violence-prone because they are sites of earlier violence and that violence is likely to occur in 

                                                 
32 Oscar Newman, Architectural Design for Crime Prevention (Washington DC: U.S. Department of Justice, 1973); 
Oscar Newman, “Defensible Space: A New Physical Planning Tool for Urban Revitalization”, Journal of the 
American Planning Association 61, no. 2 (1995): 149-155. 
33 See for instance, Kristen Day, “Conceptualizing Women’s Fear of Sexual Assault on Campus: A Review of 
Causes”, Environment and Behavior 26, no. 6 (1994): 742-765; Bonnie S. Fisher and Jack Nasar, “Fear of crime in 
relation to three exterior site features: Prospect, Refuge, and Escape”, Environment and Behavior 24, no. 1 (1992): 
35-65; Arnold P. Goldstein, The Ecology of Aggression (New York: Springer, 1994); Oscar Newman and Karen 
A.Franck, “The Effect of Building Size on Personal Crime and Fear of Crime”, Population and Environment 5, no. 4 
(Winter, 1982): 203-220; Douglas D.Perkins, John W. Meeks and Ralph B.Taylor, “The Physical Environment of 
Street Block and Resident Perceptions of Crime and Disorder: Implications for Theory and Measurement”, Journal 
of Environmental Psychology 12, no.1 (March 1992): 21-34. 
34 Ron Avi Astor, Heather Ann Meyer and Ronald O. Pitner, “Elementary and Middle School Students’ Perceptions 
of Violence-Prone School Subcontexts”, The Elementary School Journal 101, no.5 (May 2001): 511-528. 
35 Newman, Architectural Design; Newman, “Defensible Space”; Newman and Franck, “The effect of building 
size”. 
36 Henry G. Cisnernos, “Defensible Space: Deterring Crime and Building Community”, Cityscape (1996): 15-33. 
37 Ron Avi Astor, Heather Ann Meyer and William J. Behre, “Unowned Places and Times: Maps and Interviews 
about Violence in High Schools”, American Educational Research Journal 36, no.1 (1999): 3-42. 
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the same specific areas because those locations are associated with violence) – was introduced by 

them.38  

In another study on elementary and middle school students’ perception of unsafe schools, 

Astor et al. found that girls identified more spaces as dangerous than boys and that unowned and 

undefined public areas within schools were perceived as more threatening by girls.39 Newman’s 

research also showed that violence is more likely to occur in locations where ownership and 

definition of responsibility for the space is ambiguous. This work later resulted in interventions 

that attempted to build a sense of ownership of community spaces.40 Researchers exploring this 

idea of territoriality and space in schools in the context of school violence have also raised 

questions about professional identity of teachers, their perceptions and understanding of their role 

and influence within school. They ask if teachers perceive themselves as responsible for the 

students only within the classroom or at other times when they are not in the classroom. 

 

3.2. School safety in legal and policy frameworks 

 
The Constitution of India requires the state to direct its policy to ensure that children are not 

abused41 and that they are given opportunities to grow in a healthy manner and in conditions of 

freedom and dignity.42 Childhood and youth is to be protected from exploitation and moral and 

material abandonment.43 Legislations pertaining to children and relevant to safety within schools 

address cruelty, corporal punishment and sexual offences against children. In the policy realm, the 

central and state governments have issued circulars, guidelines and advisories in response to media 

reports on specific episodes of violence or abuse against children. For instance, in 2010, a 13-year-

old boy committed suicide after being caned by his teacher in a premier school in Kolkata.44 This 

led to an inquiry by the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) and the 

                                                 
38 Ibid.  
39 Astor et al., “Violence-prone School Subcontexts”. 
40 Newman, Architectural Design. 
41 Constitution of India, Article 39(e). 
42 Constitution of India, Article 39(f). 
43 Constitution of India, Article 39(f). 
44 “NCPCR wants states to follow guidelines on corporal punishment”, The Economic Times, 17 July 2010, 
https://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/ncpcr-wants-states-to-follow-guidelines-on-corporal-
punishment/articleshow/6178764.cms accessed 7April 2019. 

https://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/ncpcr-wants-states-to-follow-guidelines-on-corporal-punishment/articleshow/6178764.cms
https://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/ncpcr-wants-states-to-follow-guidelines-on-corporal-punishment/articleshow/6178764.cms
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formulation of Guidelines on Corporal Punishment,45 which was adopted by the Ministry of 

Human Resource and Development (MHRD).46 In this section we first describe the relevant 

national and state-level legislations and then review the national and state-level guidelines, 

circulars and policies framed in order to address the issue of child safety and protection. 

 

National legislations 

 

Section 17(1), RTE Act, prohibits physical punishment or mental harassment of a child in school. 

An Advisory for Eliminating Corporal Punishment in Schools under Section 35(1), RTE Act, 

classifies corporal punishment into (a) physical punishment, (b) mental harassment and (c) 

discrimination. 47 The advisory requires schools to have a clear protocol to guide teachers on 

tackling troublesome behaviour (e.g. disturbing other children in class, lying, stealing etc.) and 

offensive behaviour, causing hurt or injury to others (e.g. bullying, aggression towards peers, 

stealing {violating rights of others}, vandalising, etc).48 It emphasises the shared responsibility of 

all staff members to make schools free of all forms of fear, trauma, prejudice and discrimination. 

It requires school managements to conduct regular training programmes for teachers so as to 

facilitate a shift to a rights-based approach to education, abolition of corporal punishment and 

positive engagement with children. Further, it requires that children are to be given confidence to 

make complaints and not accept punishment as a ‘normal’ activity of the school. 

The POCSO Act, 2012, recognises penetrative offences, non-penetrative but touch-based 

offences, and non-touch-based sexual offences. Penetration through objects and body parts other 

than the penis, into the vagina, urethra, or anus of the child or making the child do so the perpetrator 

or any other person, is an offence.49 The POCSO Act is gender neutral qua the perpetrator as well 

as the victim and thus extends the protection of the law to all children irrespective of their sex. 

Another significant aspect of the POCSO Act is that it raises the age of consent to 18 years by 

                                                 
45 National Commission for Protection of Child Rights, Guidelines for Eliminating Corporal Punishment in Schools 
(New Delhi: Government of India, n.d.). 
46 Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, Advisory for Eliminating Corporal Punishment 
in Schools under Section 35 (1) of the RTE Act (New Delhi:Government of India, n.d.). 
47 Ministry of Human Resource Development, Advisory on Corporal Punishment. 
48 Ibid, Paras 7.1.13-14 
49 POCSO Act, Section 3. 
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defining a ‘child’ to mean “any person below the age of eighteen years.”50 While this means that 

the umbrella of protection against sexual offences extends to all persons below 18 years, it also 

implies that children under 18 years do not have any agency or sexual autonomy. Any form of 

sexual exploration between adolescents, for instance, is labelled a criminal offence, rendering both 

parties vulnerable to prosecution.  

In the school environment, relationships between children which may entail sexual contact, 

sexting, or any sexual behaviour, would obligate those having knowledge to report the matter to 

the police or the Special Juvenile Police Unit (SJPU).51 This could potentially prevent adolescents 

from seeking help or information about sexuality and reproduction, and hinder their access to safe 

termination of pregnancy,52 apart from infringing their rights to life, personal liberty and privacy. 

The commission of penetrative sexual assault or sexual assault by a person on the 

management or staff of an educational institution constitutes an aggravated offence which attracts 

a higher punishment.53 The POCSO Act also casts an obligation to report to the police or SJPU an 

apprehension of the likely commission or knowledge about the commission of a sexual offence.54 

Failure to report the same is an offence punishable with imprisonment which may extend to six 

months or fine or both.55 If the person-in-charge of an institution fails to report the commission of 

an offence by a subordinate under his control, she/he can be punished with imprisonment for a 

term which may extend to one year and a fine.56 In some cases of sexual violence within schools, 

this provision has been invoked against principals and trustees for their failure to report to the 

police. In a case against a school principal, the Chhattisgarh High Court held that the primary 

offence should be proved beyond reasonable doubt before a prosecution can be launched against 

a person for failure to report.57 However, this reasoning was rejected by the Bombay High Court 

in a case in which the director of the trust running a school asked the victim and her relatives to 

                                                 
50 POCSO Act, Section 2(d). 
51 POCSO Act, Section 19(1). 
52 Centre for Child and the Law, National Law School of India University, An Analysis of Mandatory Reporting 
under the POCSO Act and its Implications on the Rights of Children (Bengaluru: Centre for Child and the Law, 
National Law School of India University, 2018), 14. 
53 POCSO Act, Sections 5(f), 7, 9(f), and 10. 
54 POCSO Act, Section 19(1). 
55 POCSO Act, Section 21(1). 
56 POCSO Act, Section 21(2). 
57 Kamal Prasad Patade vs. State of Chhattisgarh, Writ Petition (Cr.) No. 8 of 2016, CriLJ 3759. 
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settle the matter with the alleged accused.58 The Bombay High Court held that the interpretation 

adopted by the Chhattisgarh High Court would defeat the objectives of the POCSO Act to protect 

children from sexual offences.  

An ambiguity that has emerged is how one should be treated when an investigation is 

ongoing or after the sentence has been served. For instance, the principal of a Kendriya Vidyalaya 

school in Bengaluru accused of sexual harassment of students managed to secure a transfer to a 

school in Tamil Nadu after eighteen months since he was dismissed.59 Following strong objections 

from various quarters, the principal was removed from the post. In another case in Mumbai, a 

teacher convicted for sexual harassment was reinstated within two months of the conviction after 

he was released on bail.60 In the absence of legal clarity on the course of action that should be 

taken when the case is pending or conviction has been appealed, children are at risk of intimidation 

and reprisals because of exposure to the person against whom they have complained.  

Section 75, Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015 (JJ Act) 

criminalises the assault, abandonment, abuse, exposure or wilful neglect of a child in a manner 

likely to cause the child unnecessary mental or physical suffering by those having the actual charge 

of or control over a child. A higher punishment is attracted if the offence is committed by a person 

employed by or managing an organisation vested with the care and protection of the child. While 

corporal punishment under the RTE Act, 2009 does not attract any punishment, this provision 

under the JJ Act can be applied along with other relevant provisions under the IPC in cases of 

corporal punishment within schools. 

 

Legislations in Karnataka 

 

In the backdrop of cases of sexual abuse of children in schools, in 2016, the Karnataka Police 

(Amendment) Act, 2016 was passed to empower the police to effectively monitor and regulate 

activities of schools. Section 31(1), which empowers the Commissioner of Police and District 

                                                 
58 Balasaheb alias Suryakant Yashwantrao Mane v. State of Maharashtra, Criminal Revision Application No. 69 of 
2017 decided on 22 March 2017. Accessed April 19th 2019. https://indiankanoon.org/doc/58904321/. 
59 “KV principal booked under POCSO gets posting in TN”, The Hindu, 8 September 2018, 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/kv-principal-booked-under-pocso-gets-posting-in-
tn/article24904041.ece accessed 29 July 2019. 
60 Rahi Gaikwad, “Convicted math teacher rejoins school where he harassed girls”, Mumbai Mirror, 11 October 
2018, https://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/mumbai/cover-story/convicted-math-teacher-rejoins-school-where-he-
harassed-girls/articleshow/66156257.cms accessed 29 July 2019. 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/kv-principal-booked-under-pocso-gets-posting-in-tn/article24904041.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/kv-principal-booked-under-pocso-gets-posting-in-tn/article24904041.ece
https://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/mumbai/cover-story/convicted-math-teacher-rejoins-school-where-he-harassed-girls/articleshow/66156257.cms
https://mumbaimirror.indiatimes.com/mumbai/cover-story/convicted-math-teacher-rejoins-school-where-he-harassed-girls/articleshow/66156257.cms
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Magistrate to pass orders for preservation of order in public places, was amended to empower them 

to pass orders for “regulating, controlling and monitoring of safety and security of children.” 

While school safety is not specifically mentioned in any central legislation, the Karnataka 

Education Act, 1983, was amended in 2017 to obligate educational institutions and their employees 

to “take such measures to ensure safety and security of students including protection from sexual 

offences, in the manner as may be prescribed”. Failure to do so by an employee or member of the 

management is punishable with a minimum term of six months and fine which could extend to Rs 

1 lakh. Penalty extending to Rs 10 lakh can be imposed on the educational institution if it fails to 

comply with this obligation after due hearing by the District Education Regulatory Authority 

(DERA). Recommendations for withdrawal of recognition or affiliation can also be made by the 

DERA.  

The constitutionality of the above amendments have, however, been challenged by the Associated 

Managements of Government Recognised English Medium Schools in Karnataka before the 

Karnataka High Court on grounds that it overrides central laws like the POCSO Act and the 

Commissions for Protection of Child Rights Act, 200561 and brings within its fold unaided private 

schools in violation of the Supreme Court’s verdict.62 Concerns have also been raised about the 

authority given to the police to regulate school safety. 

 

National guidelines and circulars 

 

A wide range of guidelines addressing corporal punishment, prevention of terrorist attacks on 

schools and disaster management in schools have been issued by various central ministries and 

authorities. The Central Board of Secondary Education has also issued circulars of safety in school, 

in the school bus, on prevention of ragging and bullying, and implementation of the POCSO Act. 

The most comprehensive guidelines on safety and security of children in schools, including 

prevention mechanisms and redress procedures, is the MHRD D.O issued in 2014 which states, 

“All children have a right to live in dignity; and have access to education in an environment that 

                                                 
61 “Schools challenge amendment to Karnataka Education Act, 2017”, Deccan Herald. 26 July 2017, 
https://www.deccanherald.com/content/624719/schools-challenge-amendment-karnataka-education.html accessed 
29 July 2019. 
62 “HC notice to State on amended Karnataka Education Act.” The Hindu, 25 July 2017, 
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/hc-notice-to-state-on-amended-karnataka-education-
act/article19360210.ece accessed 29 July 2019. 

https://www.deccanherald.com/content/624719/schools-challenge-amendment-karnataka-education.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/hc-notice-to-state-on-amended-karnataka-education-act/article19360210.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/karnataka/hc-notice-to-state-on-amended-karnataka-education-act/article19360210.ece
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is safe, protective and conducive to growth and development. The school environment is associated 

with overall growth and development, cognitive behaviour, safety and security of a child.” 63 It 

further states that “a safe and secure environment, free of corporal punishment and abuse, with 

preventive mechanisms to ensure physical and socio-psychological safety of children, should be 

stipulated as one of the conditions for giving recognition/no-objection certificate (NOC) to a 

school by the state government and also as one of the conditions for giving affiliation to a school 

by the state board.”64 

The guidelines unpack safety and security into three components – physical, health and 

hygiene, and psychosocial. Physical safety addresses the school’s location, building safety, campus 

safety, classroom safety and safety during excursions and trips. It is fairly specific in certain 

aspects such as the boundary wall, removal of sale of objectionable materials, approach road, 

colour of buses, and training of children and teachers to negotiate the specific hazards on the way 

to school. It entails building safety audits, reducing of structural vulnerabilities of existing 

buildings, and putting in place a disaster preparedness and response plan in every school. 

Verification of antecedents of teachers and staff, their continuous education on child rights and 

drills for disaster management, safety and security also fall within the purview of physical safety.  

The negative impact of punishment and verbal, physical or mental abuse on the 

psychosocial well-being of children is highlighted in the guidelines along with steps for 

elimination of corporal punishment. With respect to sexual abuse, the guidelines mandate that 

children be taught the difference between “good touch/bad touch” and encouraged to speak up. It 

is the head teacher/principal and teacher’s duty to make sure that all places in the school are 

accessible to everyone and there are no secluded/isolated areas. Teachers are also expected to be 

sensitised to detect behaviour that may point to a child being abused. The school environment is 

required to be made conducive for children to report abuse. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
63 Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, “D.O. No. 10-11/2014-EE.4 on Guidelines on 
Safety and Security of Children” (New Delhi: Government of India, 2014). 
64 Ibid. 
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Karnataka Specific Circulars and Policies 

 

A spate of cases of sexual abuses in pre-schools, school buses, and schools in Bengaluru, led to 

sporadic guidelines by the state education department and the Karnataka police. For instance, 

following the rape of a six-year-old girl in a private school, the Bengaluru city police issued 

guidelines in 2014 under the Karnataka Police Act, 1963, which addressed safety in school buses, 

instructions for management on dealing with drivers, CCTV installation, and issue of ID cards to 

children, staff, attenders etc., as well as police verification of staff.65  

The Department of Public Instruction also issued a circular on prevention of sexual 

harassment/sexual violence and physical abuse targeting school going and college students in 

2014.66 The circular mandated the constitution of a ‘Child Protection Committee’ at the school 

level to prevent sexual harassment and other atrocities against school children. This circular 

reflected at least two misconceptions about child sexual abuse – (a) that perpetrators are mostly 

strangers and, (b) that victims are mostly girls. The circular instructs parents to advise their 

children not to speak to or develop friendships with strangers or give out personal information to 

known persons without the parents’ knowledge. It states “In emergencies, precaution should be 

taken to never leave minor girl students alone with any male staff member of the school. Head of 

the institution should take care to detail lady teachers, who must be directed to handle the situation 

with care and responsibility until the parent of the girl child comes to take the child.”67 The circular 

set out specific obligations of the school management committee such as ensuring separate toilets 

for boys and girls, senior students to not sit with juniors in the same class, recruitment of staff 

through prestigious outsourcing agencies, police verification of staff, monitoring of entry, exit and 

student movement, among others. The circular also required CCTVs to be installed in every 

classroom and the school premises and appointment of two vigilant staff members to “report the 

information on the CCTVs.”68 With respect to ensuring accessible complaints systems, schools 

were required to install complaint and suggestions boxes in place where students can easily access 

                                                 
65 “Child Safety Guidelines”, http://karnatakaeducation.org.in/KOER/en/index.php/Child_safety_guidelines, 
accessed 15 October 2019. 
66 Government of Karnataka, Department of Public Instruction, “No: C7 (2) pra.shi.a/sha.ma.ly.ki/2014-15 Circular 
regarding prevention of sexual harassment/rape and physical abuse targeting students studying in schools and 
colleges of the State”, Bengaluru, 23 June 2014. 
http://www.schooleducation.kar.nic.in/pdffiles/ChildSafetyEng260714.pdf, accessed 15 October 2019. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 

http://karnatakaeducation.org.in/KOER/en/index.php/Child_safety_guidelines
http://www.schooleducation.kar.nic.in/pdffiles/ChildSafetyEng260714.pdf
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them and address the complaints on a weekly basis. A Child Safety/Protection Action Plan has to 

formulated by every primary and secondary educational institutions as well as play schools, 

hostels, residential schools, religious institutions and NGOs. The circular provides for the creation 

of a Child Protection Committee at the district level and an Internal/Vigilance Committee by the 

school management committee. There is no data or report, however, available about the 

compliance with this circular. 

A more concerted and consultative effort at framing comprehensive guidelines to address 

child protection within school was undertaken in 2016 and the outcome was Operational 

Guidelines and Procedures for Educational Institutions under the Karnataka State Child Protection 

Policy (KSCPP). The KSCPP adopts a rights-based and comprehensive perspective on school 

safety:  

The safe school environment concept is based on an enabling and empowering 

process rather than restrictive prohibitive measures, such as surveillance and 

regulation centric methods. This implies that child participation is central to enabling 

all other rights and essential to a vibrant child centric school. Participation of all 

stakeholders including the children themselves, is the underlying principle in a school 

system that wishes to understand and respond to children's needs to feel safe and 

protected.69 (p.17)  

The KSCPP applies to all levels of schooling, and includes all premises that have activities 

imparting education for children between the ages of 2.5-18 years. Territorially, it applies to 

extended environments of school such as parking areas, school events, outings, travel and in 

transportation arrangements made by the schools. It covers all activities conducted during school 

hours, including before and after regular school hours and on holidays. Actions of all persons who 

come in direct or indirect contact with a child such as the management, staff (permanent, 

contractual, temporary), volunteers, consultants, experts, workers from outsourced agencies, 

service providers, vendors, or any person visiting the school premises and any person who has 

authority over and/or access to a child that allows him/her to initiate, nurture and sustain a fiduciary 

relationship with a child. It outlines five values of a safe school – child-centric approach, self-

determination, child participation, child-friendly language, and non-discriminatory space. It 

                                                 
69 Department of Women and Child Development, Government of Karnataka, “Karnataka Child Protection Policy” 
(Bengaluru: Government of Karnataka, 2016). 
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stipulates seven methods to ensure safety, which include adoption of Child Protection Policy by 

schools, customisation of Model Safety Checklist, adoption of Disaster Risk Reduction 

Guidelines, facilitation of Children’s Clubs, inclusion of Child Protection in staff appraisals, 

awareness, guidance, and counselling programs for children and parents/guardians focusing on 

child protection and safety and establishment of strong, clear, and publicised reporting 

mechanisms. The policy provisions have, however, remained on paper as the state government has 

not publicised or operationalised the policy on account of resource constraints.70  

The foregoing discussion on the notion of safety and safe spaces in schools can be critiqued 

at two levels. First of all, POCSO Act has led to a definite shift by recognising sexual offences 

committed against children and also criminalising children’s consensual exploration of their own 

bodies and sexuality. Since all forms of sexual contact between children, including consensual 

ones, are deemed to be offences, there is a strong legal and policy thrust to control and penalise. 

Secondly, both the punitive legal framework and the series of guidelines issued by various 

authorities mandating schools to set up school safety guidelines, have hit roadblocks in 

implementation due to lack of capacities and monitoring system. Given that the consequences of 

non-compliance with these guidelines are unclear, schools have selectively adopted measures that 

can visibly demonstrate social controls within school premises. In the next section, we explore 

how changes in urban middle class in Bengaluru and the new media-created narratives on school 

safety have played into the idea of surveillance as a necessary approach to addressing sexual abuse 

in schools. We also analyse how private schools and the state are responding to the new market 

demand for more surveillance in schools. 

 

4. Narratives on child sexual abuse 

 
Based on a review of media reports71 on child sexual abuse in schools in urban Bengaluru, we 

identify three narrative threads that may have played a role in shaping the discourse and policy on 

child safety discussed in the earlier section. These are [a] rising urban middle-class, [b] emergence 

                                                 
70 Meghana Choukkar, “Manpower shortage slows rollout of child safety policy”, Deccan Herald, 9 August 2017, 
https://www.deccanherald.com/content/627191/manpower-shortage-slows-rollout-child.html 
accessed 29 July 2019; “Child Protection Policy has not gone beyond the paper it is written on”, The Hindu, 15 
September 2016, https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/Child-Protection-Policy-has-not-gone-beyond-
the-paper-it-is-written-on/article14374866.ece accessed 15 October 2019. 
71 The authors surveyed media reports available in English in electronic format.  

https://www.deccanherald.com/content/627191/manpower-shortage-slows-rollout-child.html
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/Child-Protection-Policy-has-not-gone-beyond-the-paper-it-is-written-on/article14374866.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/Child-Protection-Policy-has-not-gone-beyond-the-paper-it-is-written-on/article14374866.ece
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and formation of narratives through the media, and [c] surveillance as a new tool for safety and 

security. The discussion draws upon available literature on threads. 

 

4.1. Rise of the urban middle class 

 
Thakur and Rai have discussed how the middle class in India today represents a majority in societal 

resistances.72 Taguchi argues that civil society movements organised by urban middle-class 

Indians have increased particularly since the late 1990s, alongside the progress of economic 

liberalisation.73 Pathania points out that middle class mobilisation is essential an urban 

phenomenon with cities as the sites of social resistance.74 Eder discusses how the New Social 

Movements manifest in the form of middle-class protests oscillating from moral crusade to 

political pressure group to social movement.75 The middle-class movements have used a diverse 

set of strategies including the traditional forms of protests, rasta roko to more contemporary forms 

such as media campaigns, print as well as through social media and have taken up a range of issues 

like anti-corruption campaign to anti-rape movement particularly after the Nirbhaya case in Delhi. 

With regards to education, the middle-class movements have highlighted cases of exploitation or 

abuse prevailing in private schools such as issues of fee hike,76 corporal punishment77 and ill-

                                                 
72 Manindra Nath Thakur and Dhananjay Rai, Democracy on the Move: Reflections on Moments, Promises and 
Contradictions (New Delhi: Aakar, 2013). 
73 Yoko Taguchi, “Aesthetic of Civil Society: ‘Fight the Filth’ Campaign in Mumbai”, Economic and Political 
Weekly 47, no. 20 (2012): 13-16. 
74 Gaurav J. Pathania, “Middle Class Resistance in Contemporary Urban India: How ‘New’ are these New Social 
Movements?”, in The Trajectory of India’s Middle Class – Economy, Ethics and Etiquette, ed. L. Lobo and J. Shah 
(Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015), 274-295. 
75 Klaus Eder, “New Social Movements: Moral Crusades, Political Pressure Groups, or Social Movement?” Social 
Research 52, no. 4, Social Movements (1985), 869-890. 
76 At the national level, there have been protests on regulating fee hikes. See “Parents to join nationwide protests 
against school fee hike”, The Times of India, 3 February 2018, 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/hyderabad/parents-to-join-nationwide-protests-against-school-fee-hike-
demand-fee-regulation-law/articleshow/62764044.cms accessed 29 July 2019; “Fee hike protest: 15 parents 
detained” The Times of India, 8 March 2018, https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/fee-hike-protest-15-
parents-detained/articleshow/63209169.cms accessed 29 July 2019; Shikha Salaria, “Parents protest steep fee hike” 
The Times of India, 14 April 2018, https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/noida/parents-protest-steep-fee-
hike/articleshow/63754291.cms accessed 29 July 2019. 
77 “Parents protest corporal punishment meted in Paradip school”, The New Indian Express, 5 February 2017, 
http://www.newindianexpress.com/states/odisha/2017/feb/05/parents-protest-corporal-punishment-meted-in-
paradip-school-1567192.html accessed 29 July 2019. 
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treatment of students admitted to private schools under Section 12(1)(c) of the RTE Act.78 These 

movements have received press coverage and have been supported by the presence of parents at 

the sites of struggle, in addition to virtual support via social media.  

The cases of child sexual abuse in Bengaluru mentioned earlier in the paper occurred in 

schools that serve urban middle and upper middle classes. The case of sexual violence in the year 

2014 resulted in large scale protests by parents and led to the arrests of the school chairperson and 

the key accused. Parents had demanded that schools perform background checks on all employees, 

install surveillance cameras and conduct awareness sessions on ‘good touch’ and ‘bad touch’.79  

In another case, parents pointed out that the surveillance cameras in the school were not 

working and demanded removal of the said teacher from school, besides urging schools to not 

appoint male teachers.80 Parents have protested against schools not adhering to safety regulations 

prescribed by the state government.81 Apathy as well as denial on part of the school management 

has also resulted in parents having to take their struggles directly to the police as well as political 

establishment.82 It must be noted that protests by parents have not been reported in all cases but in 

a few where children were very young or where schools were unresponsive. Except one case which 

was reported to have occurred in a Kendriya Vidyalaya, other cases reportedly took place in 

unaided private schools.83 

An important characteristic of the rising articulations from the urban middle classes about 

cases of sexual abuse in the schools is that of fear and moral panic. The middle classes are part of 

the privatisation of public places and occupy hybrid spaces by opting for exclusive gated 

                                                 
78 Swati Shinde Gole, “Parents protest against students’ ill-treatment”, The Times of India, 23 February 2018, 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/pune/parents-protest-against-students-ill-
treatment/articleshow/63035624.cms accessed 29 July 2019. 
79 Rama Lakshmi, “Parents in India demand safer schools after rape of 6-year-old, allegedly by instructor”, The 
Washington Post. 23 July 2014, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/parents-in-india-demand-safer-
schools-after-rape-of-6-year-old-by-instructor/2014/07/23/1f80b84f-c597-400e-88a1-
46b4e863c64f_story.html?utm_term=.16210c40009a accessed 29 July 2019. 
80 “Bengaluru child rape: Activists, parents protest against school”, Deccan Herald, 31 October 2014, 
https://www.deccanherald.com/content/438856/bangalore-child-rape-activists-parents.html accessed 29 July 2019. 
81 Maya Sharma, “Horror Unfolds In Bengaluru School As More Children Claim Sexual Abuse”, NDTV, 23 
February 2017, https://www.ndtv.com/bangalore-news/horror-unfolds-in-bengaluru-school-as-more-children-claim-
sexual-abuse-1662487 accessed 29 July 2019. 
82 “School Defends Staffer After 3.5-Yr-Old’s Alleged Sexual Assault”, The Quint, 20 February 2017, 
https://www.thequint.com/news/india/35-yr-old-allegedly-sexually-assaulted-in-bengaluru-school-defends-staff 
accessed 29 July 2019. 
83 This is based on cases that have been reported in the media and does not indicate prevalence of the problem or 
responsiveness of parents in general. Although this paper focuses on schools in urban Bengaluru, the authors found 
research and media reporting on sexual violence against children in rural schools to be lacking. 
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communities, shopping malls, paid parks and plazas.84 Nissen observes that in the gated 

communities, huge emphasis is given by both the management and owners of the residences to 

security and order maintained through restricted access, high walls and CCTV cameras in addition 

to rules, regulations that restrict conduct and maintain discipline among residents.85 It is these very 

same systems of surveillance that are transplanted into schools with the intention of maintaining 

security and order. Nissen further argues that urban hybrid spaces are created and do not simply 

emerge. The middle classes are interested in and invest in having “safety-driven rearrangement of 

urban spaces.”86 They need to feel a sense of security and protection and this has less to do with 

the actual security situation but more with what these groups subjectively perceive as architectural 

safety of the spaces they have created. Low shows how “the discourse of fear of violence and crime 

and the search for a secure community by those who live in gated communities in the United States 

legitimates and rationalises class-based exclusion strategies and residential segregation.”87 

Nambissan points out that such exclusive gated communities have emerged post 1990s where the 

state has played a key role in “urban ‘development’, ‘renewal’ and ‘gentrification’”88 resulting in 

transformation of urban landscapes. These transformations of the urban physical spaces by the new 

middle and upper middle classes have led to claiming of exclusionary privileges, drawing 

boundaries based on the fear of the other, which is further fueled by the media. 

 

4.2. Emergence and formation of narratives through the media 

 
While a full-fledged content analysis of the media reporting on child sexual abuse in schools is 

beyond the scope of this paper, we attempt to provide here a few observations with regards to the 

role of media in the emergence and formation of narratives on child sexual abuse in schools. First, 

media has played a role in supporting parents’ groups in their protests against school management 

and in giving wide publicity to their demands. Reporting consistently on specific high-profile cases 

has helped in keeping some of the specific issues on public agenda. It has also kept the public 

                                                 
84 Sylke Nissen, “Urban Transformation From Public and Private Space to Spaces of Hybrid Character”, Czech 
Sociological Review 44, no.6 (2008): 1129-1149.  
85 Ibid. p.1138. 
86 Ibid. p.1142. 
87 Setha M. Low, “The Edge and the Center: Gated Communities and the Discourse of Urban Fear”, American 
Anthropologist 103, no.1 (2001): 45-58. 
88 Nambissan, The ‘Urban’ and Education in India. p. 308 
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outrage and interest in the issue alive and triggered the government response in the form of policy 

guidelines. Second, we draw upon the work of O’Neil et al. on narratives of child maltreatment 

and child sexual abuse in the Canadian media and find a useful framework to analyse the role of 

the media.89 They quote what is called the ‘drip, drip, drip effect’ suggested by Gerbner et al. 

where “through the consistent telling of certain kinds of stories, and the persistent exclusion of 

other kinds of stories, media discourse creates and reinforces public understandings over time.”90 

We find that in 2014, the media consistently reported on child sexual abuse and even thereafter in 

2017 another spate of reporting on the issue which played a pivotal role in creating a public 

narrative.  

Drawing on some of the narrative categories suggested by O’Neil et al., we find that the 

Punish the Perpetrator narrative (which predominantly focuses on the particular episode and 

punishing the accused without any discussion about why the problem occurs) and the Institutional 

Accountability narrative (which considers the institution to be the perpetrator and demands 

accountability of the institution towards maintaining child safety) as coming out strongly in media 

reports. The media was quick in identifying the alleged perpetrator, including publication of the 

names of individuals and institutions. Online discussions on such reports were divided over the 

question of identifying the names of alleged perpetrators and schools. Media suggestions on 

possible intervention strategies were largely limited to what emerged from parental demands and 

what appeared to be superficial quick-fixes, like installation of CCTV cameras, rather than 

preventive measures such as education and awareness, bringing systems of school accountability 

and so on.  

The role of media in creating a form of moral panic, especially the manner in which it 

depicts specific episodes and proposes solutions, how the narratives are presented to the audiences 

and the receptivity of the audiences for such narratives needs to be examined.91 Low cites Glassner 

(1999) to suggest how the culture of fear is created by media reports on crime and violence and 

                                                 
89 Moira O’Neil, Adam Simon, and Abigail Haydon, Narratives of Child Maltreatment and Child Sexual Abuse in 
the Canadian Media (Washington DC: Frameworks Institute, 2015). 
90 George Gerbner, Larry Gross, Michael Morgan, and Nancy Signorielli, “Growing Up with Television: The 
Cultivation Perspective”, in Media effects: Advances in theory and research, ed. J Bryant and D. Zillmann (New 
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Publishers, 1994): 43-67. 
91 Stanley Cohen, Folk Devils and Moral Panics (London: Macgibbon and Kee, 1972); Aaron Kupchik and Nichole 
L. Bracy, “The News Media on School Crime and Violence. Constructing Dangerousness and Fueling Fear”, Youth 
Violence and Juvenile Justice 7, no.2. (2009): 136-155. 
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how these are not borne out by reality which is very often not as grim. Media tends to exaggerate 

the stories to increase interest and spread coverage. The markets sense these anxieties and offer 

products that provide “symbolic substitutes”.92 In the case of Bengaluru, the changing middle 

classes in urban areas and the manner in which media lapped up a state of “moral panic”93 resulted 

in knee-jerk legal mandates and executive guidelines from the government. In the cases we 

reviewed, we find that schools were ready to embrace surveillance as an approach to allay moral 

panic and anxieties of the middle classes. 

 

4.3. Surveillance 

 
One of the key security measures that emerged from the fall out of parent protests and media 

outrage was installation of surveillance mechanisms in schools. Jackson and Scott emphasise the 

climate of heightened risk awareness, which is juxtaposed with imaginations or recollection of 

more innocent pasts.94 With increased cases of violence in schools, there is a growing use of CCTV 

cameras and similar surveillance devices as a means to prevent school violence. The idea of 

surveillance draws from Bentham’s idea of Panopticon.95 Fyfe and Bannister, while examining the 

surveillance systems in urban public spaces in Britain, note that CCTV schemes draw upon 

Bentham’s principle that that power should be seen and should not be verifiable.96 The authors 

suggest that such a pressure of being watched works because power is vested in the “electronic 

eye of the camera.”97 They argue that when seen from a Foucauldian perspective, it expresses an 

“expansion of power, as a new component of a disciplinary network, an elaborate political 

technology for producing obedient individuals in public spaces.”98  

                                                 
92 Barry Glassner, Culture of Fear (New York: Basic Books, 1999) p. xxviii cited in Low, The Edge and the Center. 
93 For the role of media in moral panic, see Cohen, Folk Devils. p. xxviii-xxix. 
94 Stevi Jackson and Sue Scott, “Risk Anxiety and the Social Construction of Childhood.” In Risk and Sociocultural 
Theory: New Directions and Perspectives, ed. D. Lupton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 86-107. 
95 Jeremy Bentham, “The Works of Jeremy Bentham”. Vol. 4 (Panopticon, Constitution, Colonies, Codification) 
[1843], https://oll.libertyfund.org/titles/bentham-the-works-of-jeremy-bentham-vol-4/simple#lf0872-04_head_010 
accessed on 30 April 2020.  
96 Nicholas R. Fyfe, and Jon Bannister, “City Watching: Closed Circuit Television Surveillance in Public Spaces”, 
Area 28, no.1 (1996): 37-46.  
97 Ibid. p. 39. 
98 Ibid.  
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Taylor argues that schools have always been sites of surveillance with their use of registers 

and assessments.99 Schools in developed countries often use CCTV cameras in all or strategic 

places, including school toilets.100 Surveillance devices are used by managements for broader 

reasons of maintaining control, like when placed in classrooms to monitor teacher and student 

behaviour. Taylor’s research shows that besides CCTV cameras, schools also use biometric 

identification including iris scan, facial recognition, palm vein scans that are used to track student 

movement, including if they have been picked up from school bus. She attributes the rise of what 

she calls “surveillance schools” to two factors101 -- one, the cultivation of fear based on the 

perception that schools are dangerous places and sites of violence, further supported by media and 

surveillance companies offering a range of devices. The second is the support extended by 

policymakers and law-enforcers who do not want to held accountable for any cases in the future. 

Taylor argues that “this symbiotic process results in the perception that all schools ‘need’ ever 

more sophisticated technologies to ‘safeguard’ pupils” and the normalisation process of 

surveillance that accepts increasing scrutiny.102 She further argues that surveillance tends to 

undermine privacy and erodes trust, making pupils feel criminalised.103 Bruno also discusses how 

surveillance in schools tends to normalise scrutiny, paving the way for a new societal order. She 

suggests that newer generations are likely to be desensitised to scrutiny and objectification as they 

would have no experience of living everyday experiences without being under the surveillance 

lens.104  

Hope studied the use of CCTV cameras in schools in UK where they were used to protect 

against dangerous elements outside the school system but soon became a means to exercise social 

control over students.105 He argued “that although school CCTV use was effective in facilitating 

direct observation, particularly when used to target problem areas and record images for evidence, 

it did not seem to foster self-surveillance amongst students” and “in theorising the wider 

                                                 
99 Emmeline Taylor, “The rise of the surveillance school” in Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies, ed. Kevin 
Haggerty, David Lyon Kirstie Ball (New York: Routledge, 2012), 225-231.  
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid. p. 230. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Fernanda Bruno, “Surveillance and participation on Web 2.0” in Routledge Handbook of Surveillance Studies, 
ed. Kevin Haggerty, David Lyon Kirstie Ball (New York: Routledge, 2012), 343-351. 
105 Andrew Hope, “CCTV, School Surveillance and Social Control”, British Educational Research Journal 35, no.6 
(2009): 891-907. 
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implications of school surveillance cameras, it is argued that consideration of discourses of control 

should not only focus on those being observed, but must also include the macro-level political 

values underpinning the utilisation of such technology.”106 Hope uses Muller and Boos’ 

framework107 and examines three dimensions of use of surveillance systems; at the first level it 

provides access control; second, it offers means to enforce conduct control; and third, it helps in 

gathering of evidence that would be used in case of violation taking place. 

The large-scale use of surveillance devices also has financial implications for schools and 

those producing and marketing these products. As Fyfe and Bannister point out, installation of 

CCTV requires a “strategic alliance between the local state and local private capital.”108 The 

CCTV occupies an ambiguous position, both geographically and conceptually, on the boundary 

between the private and public domains. Simmons discusses the growth of school security 

marketplace after the school homicide in Columbine where school security represented a small 

percentage of the $16 billion security market overall, but it was a relatively untapped niche 

market.109 Industry operators began to report exponential market growth.110 Surveillance 

accounted for 30 per cent of school security spending, and another 25 per cent was on controlled 

access technologies. Casella explains that the surveillance industry is of interest to approximately 

13,000 private security companies in the United States.111 The school security market expanded 

more than 80% between 2012 and 2017 and industry experts project that sales will reach nearly $5 

billion in US.112 Simmons argues that investments in punitive mechanisms in education have in 

turn increased disproportionate school dropout and push-out rates among some racial groups and 

have substantially increased correctional risk.113 Schwartz et al. document the typologies of school 

                                                 
106 Ibid. p. 892 
107 Christopher Muller and Daniel Boos, “Zurich Main Railway Station: A Typology of Public CCTV Systems”, 
Surveillance & Society 2, no.2/3 (2004): 161-176. 
108 Fyfe and Bannister, “City Watching”. p. 40. 
109 Lizbet Simmons, “Profiting from Punishment: Public Education and the School Security Market” Social Justice 
41, no.4 (2014): 81-95. 
110 See, Pedro Noguera, City Schools and the American Dream (New York: Teacher’s College Press, 2003); Paul 
Bremner, “High-Profile Shootings Spur Rapid Growth of Market for US School Security System Integration”, IHS 
Markit, 17 July 2013, https://technology.ihs.com/488177/high-profile-shootings-spur-rapid-growth-of-market-for-
us-school-security-system-integration accessed 15 October 2019; Jim Dearing, “School security systems industry - 
US market overview”, IHS Market, 26 February 2018 https://technology.ihs.com/600401/school-security-systems-
industry-us-market-overview accessed 15 October 2019. 
111 Ronnie Casella, “Security, Schooling, and the Consumer’s Choice to Segregate”, The Urban Review 35, no.2 
(2003): 129-148. 
112 Bremner, “High-Profile Shootings”. 
113 Simmons, “Profiting from Punishment”, p. 92. 
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safety technologies used currently in K-12 schools in US.114 Three-quarters of all new schools 

built in 2002 used fully integrated surveillance systems.115 

An interesting study of implications of surveillance systems for the teachers was conducted 

by Jones in the light of a directive by a teachers’ union issuing guidelines to the teachers about the 

need to maintain visibility in order to ensure their own reputational safety.116 She discussed how 

in times of heightened anxiety about children’s sexual safety, the teacher’s proximity with children 

is a matter of great concern. The need to be seen as a ‘safe teacher’ and teacher visibility are seen 

as key strategies for children’s safety.117 Drawing upon Foucault’s work and argument about 

schools as observation machines, she discusses how surveillance is considered as a necessity. She 

points to an “important paradox that the external gaze is both necessary to and yet deeply 

undermining of teachers’ professional integrity.”118  

Backer calls surveillance “a flexible engine” which can be used to decide what facts 

constitute information, what sorts of information should be privileged and what information does 

not matter and the focus being on gathering information, empowering people and acting on the 

information gathered.119 Backer discusses two principles underlying surveillance. At a passive 

level, it serves as a record keeper. At an active level, it is more than a gaze and shapes the physical 

and symbolic space with surveillance becoming naturalised and ubiquitous in human and 

institutional behaviour.120  

Prescription of surveillance measures has been the dominant response of policy makers 

and school managements in response to cases of child sexual abuse in schools. As mentioned 

earlier, surveillance measures have been prescribed for use not only in classrooms and strategic 

spots in schools but also in school buses that transport children. Given that some of the cases of 

                                                 
114 Heather L. Schwartz, Rajeev Ramchand, Dionne Barnes-Proby, Sean Grant, Brian A. Jackson, Kristin J. 
Leuschner, Mauri Matsuda and Jessica Saunders, The Role of Technology in Improving K-12 School Safety (Santa 
Monica, California: RAND Corporation, 2016). 
115 Aaron Kupchik and Monahan Torin, “The New American School: Preparation for Post-Industrial Discipline”, 
British Journal of Sociology of Education 27, no.5 (2006): 617-631; Monahan Torin, “The Surveillance 
Curriculum”, in Surveillance and Security: Technological Politics and Power in Everyday Life, ed. Monahan Torin 
(New York: Routledge, 2006), 121-136.  
116 Alison Jones, “Social anxiety, sex, surveillance, and the ‘safe’ teacher”, British Journal of Sociology of 
Education 25, no.1 (2004): 53-66. 
117 Ibid. 
118 Ibid. p.55 
119 Larry Catá Backer, “Global Panopticism: States, Corporations and the Governance Effects of Monitoring 
Regimes”, Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies 15, no. 1 (2008): 114-22.  
120 Ibid. 
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child sexual abuse in Bengaluru schools happened despite surveillance cameras, the effectiveness 

of the cameras, who monitors them, their use/misuse as well as the larger implications it has 

towards internalisation of scrutiny and creation of fear culture needs to be examined. The fact that 

CCTV cameras are a costly measure, the implications it has on hike in school fees and creation of 

false benchmarks of school quality and safety need to be also questioned. Since large-scale 

adoption of CCTV cameras via official directive directly translates into profits for the growing 

surveillance device industry, its implication on privatisation of essential school services must be 

explored further. 

 

Concluding observations 

 

This paper was an attempt to explore the idea of schools as safe spaces, with specific reference to 

recent incidents of child abuse and molestation in urban Bengaluru. While there is an increasing 

number and heterogeneity of private schools in the city, ensuring rights of children within schools 

has received scant attention. The RTE Act, 2009 provides for right to education but does not lay 

down provisions (other than prohibition of corporal punishment) that protect children and their 

rights when they are in school. The central and state governments have established benchmarks 

for protecting children’s rights and have issued operational guidelines to make schools safe. 

However, we find that this policy framework has largely emerged as a reaction to media reports 

on child rapes in the city and the ensuing protests from parents and the middle classes. We find 

that these measures mainly focus on surveillance, establishment of internal committees and putting 

systems for monitoring cases of child abuse in schools. Installation of surveillance measures 

explicitly displays adherence to the official guidelines. We do not have evidence about its 

effectiveness in deterring child sexual abuse in schools. In the absence of binding legal obligations 

on private schools, compliance appears to be weak. The ability of the state to exercise 

administrative oversight over private schools is also limited due to lack of precise articulation of 

its regulatory powers in enforcing safety measures in private schools and lack of appropriate 

machinery at its disposal to monitor private schools.  

Private schools work with vastly different financial resources and it is not clear how 

effectively the government can enforce uniform guidelines on school safety mechanisms that have 

considerable financial implications. For instance, who would bear the costs of installing 
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surveillance devices and would the government control private schools from transferring these 

additional costs to parents? In case the schools are not allowed to raise fees, would the schools 

adjust additional costs by reducing their allocations for school infrastructure, education material 

or teacher salaries that fall outside regulatory norms? If the additional fees are to be paid by parents 

as a surcharge for guaranteed safety in private schools, does the government have sufficient 

evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of its prescribed safety measures? Given that there is a 

lack of clarity about the applicability of these prescriptions to government and corporation schools, 

the question is whether different standards are being suggested for child protection across schools.  

There is no official report about the implementation of these guidelines and measures taken 

by the government to inspect, regulate and sanction private schools in the event they violate the 

guidelines. The prescribed guidelines give little space for parents to be involved as critical 

stakeholders in monitoring safety measures in schools. This raises questions about the nature of 

the state, which appears to react only when there is a crisis than out of independence, will and 

capacity. 

Further research is required on the role of media in reporting child sexual abuse in schools 

and the impact of surveillance systems in improving child safety in schools. An empirical study of 

FIRs filed and cases decided by Special Courts121 can throw light on the nature and extent of child 

sexual abuse cases. There is also a need to study the changing role of teachers within an 

environment of increasing fear and moral panic, and well as for an analysis of normalisation of a 

constant gaze. The implications these policy prescriptions have on the political economy of 

surveillance system markets among different categories of private schools also requires attention. 

  

                                                 
121 Established under Section 25, CPCR Act, 2005 and currently designated as Special Courts in Karnataka under 
Section 28, POCSO Act. The overall rate and quality of implementation of this provision remains weak in India. For 
details see, Centre for Child and the Law, National Law School of India University, Report of Study on the Working 
of Special Courts under the POCSO Act, 2012 in Delhi (Bengaluru: Centre for Child and the Law, National Law 
School of India University, 2016). 
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